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The paper offers an historical scenario for the emergence of an unusual pattern of Differential 

Object Marking (DOM) from the broad perspective of Diachronic Construction Grammar 

(Barðdal et al. 2015). In a number of languages, e.g. Tseltal, Tzotzil, Chimane, Chol, Nez 

Perce and Mi’gmaq, a possessor internal to the object NP can be indexed on the verb, while 

the verb hosts applicative-like morphology. This is illustrated by examples (1) and (2).  

 

(1)  ges-al-a-t-l    ‘nt-gij-l  

love-AN-3OBJ-DIR-3-OBV   1POSS-mother-OBV  

‘She loves my mother’. (Mi’gmaq; Hamilton 2017)  

(2)  ges-atm-u-i-t-l    ‘nt-gij-l  

love-DFLT-APPL-1OBJ-3-OBV  1POSS-mother-OBV  

‘She loves my mother.’ (Mi’gmaq; Hamilton 2017)  

 

In (1) the entire possessive phrase is cross-referenced by the object marker. In contrast, in (2) 

the 1
st 

person possessor is indexed, so (1) and (2) exemplify agreement-based DOM. 

Crucially, all available evidence suggests that in both cases the possessor is located internally 

to the NP to which the possessed noun belongs, does not act as the head of its phrase and 

does not assume an argument status, as is clear e.g. from the fact that it does not participate in 

processes such as passivization, shown in (3). This creates an unusual configuration violating 

standard locality conditions for agreement/pronominal incorporation in (2).  

 

(3)  *ges-atm-u-ugsi-eg-p     ‘nt-gij-inen  

love-DFLT-APPL-3PASS-1PL-PST  1POSS-mother-1PL  

‘Our mother was loved’. (Mi’gmaq; Hamilton 2017)  

 

I propose that the pattern in (2) is an historical innovation and emerged out of 

canonical object agreement pattern. All languages in question have applicative constructions:  

 

(4)  elugw-atm-u-i-t-l    a’pi-l  

fix-DFLT-APPL-1OBJ-3-OBV  net-OBV  

‘She fixes the net for me’. (Mi’gmaq; Hamilton 2017)  

 

In such constructions the beneficiary/recipient corresponds to the applied object; it assumes 

the primary object status and can be indexed on the verb. Beneficiary constructions are cross-

linguistically known to be ambiguous between the beneficiary and possessive readings 

(Seržant 2016), so e.g. She fixes [the net] [for me] can mean ‘She fixes my net for me’ or 

‘She fixes someone else’s net for me’. This ambiguity creates a prerequisite for a reanalysis: 

if the beneficiary is allowed to be coreferential with the implied possessor in at least some of 

its tokens, this can in time form the “potential for multiple structural reanalysis” (Campbell & 

Harris 1995), and hence such constructions may in time undergo actual reanalysis.  

On this proposal, a clause-level beneficiary gets interpreted as an external possessor. 

The generalization of the possessive reading is presumably due to its high frequency, since 

frequency is known to be a primary factor in many historical changes (Bybee 2007, 2010; 

Goldberg 2006). The next step is the reanalysis of constituent structure, in particular, the 

reanalysis of the external possessor as NP-internal, which in turn led to the realignment of 

grammatical functions. The driving force responsible for this process is the assimilation to the 

class of internal possessive constructions, independently present in grammar, through 



borrowing by partial analogy (Barðdal et al. 2015). Thus, the change from (2) to (4) can be 

schematically represented along the following lines: she fixes [for me] [net] > she fixes [my] 

[net] > she fixes [my net]. The intermediate stage of this process is observed in those 

languages where the agreeing internal possessor appears to have optional or covert syntactic 

representation outside of the possessive phrase. In Tseltal and Tzotzil it can correspond to a 

referential null, resembling covert possessor raising. Unlike Mi’gmaq, these languages allow 

the passivization of the possessive applicative, shown in (5) and (6).  

 

(5)  mil-bot-on    k-nich’an   Ø  

kill-APPL.PASS-ABS1  POSS1-child   1  

‘My child was killed.’ (Tseltal; Shklovsky 2012)  

(6)  l-i-k’as-b-at    j-k’ob   Ø  

PRF-1-break-APPL-PASS  1-hand  1  

‘My hand was broken.’ (Tzotzil; Aissen 1987)  

 

This suggests that the internal possessor is doubled by a phonologically salient clause-level 

pronominal, as explained in Aissen’s (1987) analysis. In another language, Chimane, a 

pronominal clitic coreferential with the internal possessor can optionally occur externally to 

the possessive phrase, but only in those constructions in which the verb agrees with the 

possessor, cf. (7) and (8), and it can also be passivized, as in (9).  

 

(7)  mi  naͅij-bi-te    [ococo   Juan-si’]  munja(=mu’)  

you  see-APPL-3SG.M.OBJ  frog(F)  Juan(M)-F  yesterday=3SG.M  

‘You saw Juan’s frog yesterday.’ (Chimane; Ritchie 2015, 2017)  

(8)  */? mi  naͅijtye-‘   [ococo   Juan-si’]=mu’  

You   see-3SG.F.OBJ  frog(F)  Juan(M)-F=3SG.M  

‘You saw Juan’s frog yesterday.’ (Chimane; Ritchie 2015, 2017)  

(9)  Mariaj-ty  vojity=mọ’   ja’-ĉat-bu-ti-’    Juan  

Maria(F)-M  brother(M)=3SG.F  PASS-hit-APPL-PASS-F.S  Juan(M)  

‘Maria’s brother was hit by Juan.’ (Chimane; Ritchie 2015, 2017)  

 

In either case the external possessor is still present in the clausal structure but it is realized in 

a phonologically reduced form.  

An indirect argument in favour of the scenario sketched above is provided by more 

familiar languages which do not show agreement with possessors but still exhibit possessor-

beneficiary syncretism. Some of them exhibit parallel development from a selected or non-

selected beneficiary/goal/recipient argument to a non-argument (possessor). For instance, it is 

widely accepted that internal possessors marked by the dative case or a dative-like 

preposition are a fairly recent development in Germanic and Slavic: they emerged when the 

clause-level goal/beneficiary was reanalysed as the internal possessor (Draye 1996; Dahl 

2007; Lødrup 2009; Eckhoff 2012, Krapova & Dimitrova 2015, among others). Various 

stages of this process, some of which are parallel to examples (5), (6) and (7), are still 

observed across the languages and dialects of both families.  

To conclude, the historical scenario proposed here explains the emergence of 

transitive constructions in which the referential indexing on the verb targets either the object 

phrase as a whole or the possessor internal to the object phrase, leaving the possessed head 

noun unmarked. This DOM pattern developed after a subset of primary applied objects was 

reanalysed as internal possessors. The reanalysis changed constituency relations, but the 

referential marking on the verb remain intact, creating non-local configuration.  


